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Forthcoming

The Joy of Secularism
11 Essays for how We Live now
Edited by George Levine

“this thoughtful and thought-provoking collection avoids complacency and 
includes many voices, some of them warning against the perils of enchant-
ment, secular or religious. it draws on poetry, philosophy, psychoanalysis, and 
primate studies to consider again the place of the human and the possibili-
ties of meaning.”
—gillian Beer, author of Darwin’s Plots

george Levine is professor emeritus of English at rutgers University and the 
founder and former director of the rutgers center for cultural Analysis.

may 2011. 272 pages. 3 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-14910-3 $35.00 | £24.95

nEW

Michelangelo
A Life on Paper
Leonard Barkan

“Leonard Barkan’s 
evocative Michel-

angelo: A Life on 

Paper limns the 
mysteries of ex-
pression in the so-
called hieroglyphs 
of michelangelo 
and traces, with 
Barkan’s charac-
teristic brilliance, 

how word and image overlay, interplay, consort, 
and ultimately compose the solitary artist’s 
signature language.”
—Brenda Wineapple, author of White Heat: The 

Friendship of Emily Dickinson and Thomas Went-

worth Higginson

Leonard Barkan is the class of 1943 University 
Professor of comparative Literature at Princeton 
University. 

2010. 384 pages. 165 color illus. 40 halftones. 3 line illus. 
cl: 978-0-691-14766-6 $49.50 | £34.95

nEW

Create Dangerously
the immigrant Artist at Work
Edwidge Danticat

“Danticat’s tender new 
book about loss and 
the unquenchable 
passion for homeland 
makes us remember the 
powerful material from 
which most fiction is 
wrought: it comes from 
childhood, and place. no 
matter her geographic 
and temporal distance 

from these, Danticat writes about them with the 
immediacy of love.”
—Amy Wilentz, New York Times Book Review

Edwidge Danticat was born in haiti. She is the au-
thor of two novels, two collections of stories, two 
books for young adults, and two nonfiction books. 

The Toni Morrison Lecture Series

2010. 208 pages.  
cl: 978-0-691-14018-6 $19.95 | £13.95
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Not for Profit
Why Democracy needs the humanities
Martha C. Nussbaum

“nussbaum . . . brings 
to this perennial [edu-
cation] debate an im-
passioned urgency . . .  
and broad erudition. . . . 
nussbaum’s defense 
of this worthy cause is 
deeply learned.”
—mick Sussman, New 

York Times Book Review

martha c. nussbaum is 
the Ernst Freund Distinguished Service Professor 
of Law and Ethics in the Philosophy Department, 
Law School, and Divinity School at the University 
of chicago. 

The Public Square

2010. 184 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-14064-3 $22.95 | £15.95

nEW

Great Books, Bad Arguments
Republic, Leviathan, and 
The Communist Manifesto
W. G. Runciman

“Why have Plato’s Repub-

lic, hobbes’s Leviathan, 
and marx’s Communist 

Manifesto retained 
their enduring appeal, 
despite their often wildly 
implausible assumptions 
about human motivation 
and political action? no 
one is more qualified 
to answer this question 

than Britain’s most eminent sociologist cum 
philosopher and historian, garry runciman.”
—gareth Stedman Jones, King’s college, Univer-
sity of cambridge

W. g. runciman is a fellow of trinity college, 
University of cambridge. 

2010. 144 pages.  
cl: 978-0-691-14476-4 $19.95 | £13.95

nEW

The Princeton Reader
contemporary Essays by Writers and 
Journalists at Princeton University
Edited by John McPhee & Carol Rigolot

“this is an extremely 
valuable collection of 
some of the best writing 
in the field of journalism.”
—charlotte grimes, 
Syracuse University

From a Swedish 
hotel made of ice to 
the enigma of UFos, 
from a tragedy on Lake 
minnetonka to the gold 

mine of cyberpornography, The Princeton Reader 

brings together more than 90 favorite essays by 
75 distinguished writers. this collection of nonfic-
tion pieces by journalists who have held the Fer-
ris/mcgraw/robbins professorships at Princeton 
University offers a feast of ideas, emotions, and 
experiences—political and personal, light-heart-
ed and comic, serious and controversial—for 
anyone to dip into, contemplate, and enjoy. 

John mcPhee’s many books include Annals of 

the Former World, for which he was awarded the 
Pulitzer Prize in 1999. carol rigolot is executive 
director of the humanities council at Princeton 
University.

2011. 408 pages. 1 halftone.  
Pa: 978-0-691-14308-8 $35.00 | £24.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14307-1 $90.00 | £62.00

Also edited by John McPhee &  
Carol Rigolot 
With a preface by John mcPhee

The Princeton Anthology of Writing
Favorite Pieces by the Ferris/mcgraw 
Writers at Princeton University

“this is a significant collection of first-rate factual 
writing, and a valuable contribution to the liter-
ary scene.”
—Virginia Quarterly

2001. 388 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-08681-1 $35.00
For sale only in the United States, Canada, and the Philippines
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The Poetry Lesson
Andrei Codrescu

“Andrei codrescu’s new book is a small comic 
masterpiece. it is so funny that i laughed out 
loud as i was turning the pages. the account of 
the first poetry writing class of the semester is as 
accurate as it is surreal. What makes the writing 
so delightful is the juxtaposition of student rep-
artee and the professor’s jaundiced—but never 
predictable—response.”
—marjorie Perloff, author of The Vienna Paradox: 

A Memoir

“The Poetry Lesson is a gem—a consistently 
engaging and entertainingly rambling meditation 
on teaching and poetry that is filled with Andrei 
codrescu’s quicksilver mental responses.”
—Phillip Lopate, author of Notes on Sontag

The Poetry Lesson is a hilarious account of the 
first day of a creative writing course taught by a 
“typical fin-de-siècle salaried beatnik”—one with 
an antic imagination, an outsized personality and 
libido, and an endless store of entertaining literary 
anecdotes, reliable or otherwise. neither a novel 
nor a memoir but mimicking aspects of each, The 

Poetry Lesson is pure Andrei codrescu: irreverent, 
unconventional, brilliant, and always funny.

2010. 128 pages. 1 line illus.  
cl: 978-0-691-14724-6 $19.95 | £13.95

Forthcoming

Whatever Gets You through  
the Night
A Story of Sheherezade and the  
Arabian Entertainments
Andrei Codrescu

“Like a supercomputer concealed inside an 
exotic, aphrodisiac fruit, codrescu’s retelling 
of this ancient bawdy wonderwork ends up by 
surprisingly calculating the future of our race.”
—tom robbins, author of Even Cowgirls Get 

the Blues

“this extraordinary rewriting of the Arabian 

Nights is a tour de force. Andrei codrescu writes 
with verve, eloquence, and a fervent imagination.”
—Jack Zipes, adapter of the Signet classics 
Arabian Nights

Whatever Gets You through the Night is an irrever-
ent and deeply funny retelling of the Arabian 

Nights and a wildly inspired exploration of the 
timeless art of storytelling.

June 2011. 232 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-14337-8 $24.95 | £16.95

The Posthuman Dada Guide
tzara and lenin play chess
Andrei Codrescu

The Public Square 

2009. 248 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-13778-0 $16.95 | £11.95

Andrei codrescu is an award-winning poet, novelist, essayist, and nPr commentator. he edits the 
online journal Exquisite Corpse and taught literature and creative writing at Louisiana State University 
for twenty-five years before retiring in 2009 as the maccurdy Distinguished Professor of English. 
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On Whitman
C. K. Williams

“in On Whitman, Williams takes an ap-
proach that’s more innovative than it 
sounds: he keeps his focus on the poems. 
he wants to strip away the heavy theoriz-
ing and layers of biography that have 
accrued around his fellow poet. Williams’s 
aim is to restore the strangeness and 
power he encountered when, at age 16, he 
made a Whitman anthology his first poetry 
purchase. ‘For a young poet, reading 
Whitman is sheer revelation, sheer wonder, 

a delight bordering on then plunging into disbelief. how could all 
this come to pass?’ his slender book offers a convincing answer.”
—Jeremy mccarter, Newsweek

Beautifully written and rich with insight, this is a book that 
refreshes our ability to see Whitman in all his power.

c. K. Williams has won the Pulitzer Prize, the national Book Award, 
the national Book critics circle Award, and the ruth Lilly Poetry 
Prize. he teaches creative writing and translation at Princeton 
University.

2010. 208 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-14472-6 $19.95 | £13.95

one of Choice’s outstanding Academic titles 
for 2009

Notes on Sontag
Phillip Lopate

“Lopate has produced an ab-
solute gem of a book. in places 
personal (he knew Sontag for 
many years), but more often 
focused on the work itself— 
essays, fiction, films, reviews—
this book stands as the best 
appreciation of Sontag in print 
and is an ideal introduction to 
this major American thinker.”
—Choice 

2009. 256 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-13570-0 $19.95 | £13.95

Forthcoming PAPErBAcK—SEconD EDition
Winner of the 1996 Prix du rayonnement de la langue et de la littérature françaises, Académie française

Clear and Simple as the Truth
Writing classic Prose
Francis-Noël Thomas & Mark Turner

“could well be the most important discussion of style since the great classical 
rhetoricians.”
—Wayne c. Booth, University of chicago

Francis-nöel thomas is professor emeritus of humanities at truman college, 
city colleges of chicago. mark turner is institute Professor and professor of 
cognitive science at case Western reserve University.

April 2011. 240 pages. 1 line illus. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14743-7 $19.95 | £13.95

writers on writers

Writers on Writers is a series of brief, personal, and creative books in which leading contemporary writers 
take the measure of other important writers (past or present) who have inspired, influenced, fascinated, or 
troubled them in significant ways. these books illuminate the complex and sometimes fraught relation-
ships between writers, while also revealing the close ties between creative and critical writing.
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Forthcoming PAPErBAcK

Lincoln on Race and Slavery
Edited and introduced by  
Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
coedited by Donald Yacovone

“this is an important 
book that belongs in 
the library of every 
serious student of the 
American civil War.”
—David herbert Don-
ald, author of Lincoln

henry Louis gates, Jr., is 
the Alphonse Fletcher 
University Professor and 
director of the W.E.B. Du 

Bois institute for African and African American 
research at harvard University. Donald Yacovone 
has written and edited a number of books.

April 2011. 416 pages. 35 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14998-1 $18.95 | £12.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14234-0 $24.95 | £16.95

nEW

The Global Remapping of 
American Literature
Paul Giles

“this timely and inclu-
sive book reconfigures 
the coordinates of the 
entire field of American 
literature for the trans-
national epoch. Scru-
pulously researched, it 
inaugurates a wholly 
alternative mode of 
understanding and is 
bound to provoke argu-

ment and discussion. giles’s engaging prose is a 
pleasure to read.”
—Donald E. Pease, Dartmouth college

Paul giles is the challis Professor of English at the 
University of Sydney. 

2011. 344 pages. 17 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-13613-4 $39.50 | £27.95

nEW

The Indignant Generation
A narrative history of African American 
Writers and critics, 1934-1960
Lawrence P. Jackson

“Lawrence Jackson’s 
authoritatively detailed 
and lively Indignant 

Generation is an 
omnium gatherum of 
virtually everybody 
of color in the mid-
twentieth century 
who tried to write the 
great American novel. 
this excellent study 

should become a literary and cultural history 
benchmark.”
—David Levering Lewis, author of W.E.B. Du Bois: 

The Fight for Equality and the American Century, 

1919–1963, winner of the Pulitzer Prize

Lawrence P. Jackson is professor of English and 
African American studies at Emory University.  

2010. 600 pages. 60 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-14135-0 $35.00 | £24.95

nEW

The Law Is a White Dog
how Legal rituals make and  
Unmake Persons
Colin Dayan

“in language that is 
searing and lyrical, 
evocative and precise, 
this extraordinary book 

thinks with the zombies, 
specters, felons, slaves, 
dogs, cadavers, and 
other entities that are 
the remnants of loss and 
dispossession in the law.”
—Donna haraway, 

University of california, Santa cruz

The Law Is a White Dog illuminates stark truths 
about civil society’s ability to marginalize, 
exclude, and dehumanize.

colin Dayan is the robert Penn Warren Professor 
in the humanities at Vanderbilt University.

2011. 368 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-07091-9 $29.95 | £20.95
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Winner of the 2009 Book Prize, modernist Studies Association

Winner of the 2009 Peter c. rollins Award, northeast Popular culture/
American culture Association

New York Nocturne
the city After Dark in Literature, Painting, 
and Photography, 1850–1950
William Chapman Sharpe

“my favorite book of the year.”
—norman maine, SoHo Journal

2008. 448 pages. 24 color plates. 117 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-13324-9 $37.50 | £26.95

With a new preface by the author

American Moderns
Bohemian new York and the creation  
of a new century
Christine Stansell

“Stansell’s book is a triumph.”
—Eunice Lipton, The Nation

2009. 440 pages. 37 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-14283-8 $24.95 | £16.95

The Paris Letters of Thomas Eakins
Edited by William Innes Homer

“Long awaited, this valuable collection of letters 
presents thomas Eakins in his own words at a 
formative stage of his career.”
—Kathleen A. Foster, author of Thomas Eakins 

Rediscovered

2009. 384 pages. 33 halftones. 35 line illus. 
cl: 978-0-691-13808-4 $35.00 | £24.95

runner-up, 2006 national Jewish Book Award in modern Jewish 
thought, Jewish Book council

one of Choice’s outstanding Academic titles for 2007

Call It English
the Languages of Jewish American Literature
Hana Wirth-Nesher
2008. 240 pages. 7 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-13844-2 $23.95 | £16.95

nEW PAPErBAcK
2009 honor Book, new Jersey council for the humanities

Worshipping Walt
the Whitman Disciples
Michael Robertson

“thoroughly re-
searched, gracefully 
written, Worshipping 

Walt represents literary 
scholarship at its best.”
—Frank Wilson,  
Philadelphia Inquirer

michael robertson is 
professor of English 
at the college of new 
Jersey. 

2010. 368 pages. 27 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-14631-7 $19.95 | £13.95 
cl: 978-0-691-12808-5 $27.95 | £19.95

nEW

Pen of Iron
American Prose and the King James Bible
Robert Alter

“As a leading scholar 
and translator of the 
Bible, who is also deeply 
knowledgeable about 
American literature, 
robert Alter is ideally 
suited to study this com-
plicated inheritance. . . . 
Pen of Iron makes a 
convincing case that 
it is impossible to fully 

appreciate American literature without knowing 
the King James Bible—indeed, without knowing 
it almost instinctively, the way generations of 
Americans used to know it.”
—Adam Kirsch, New Republic

robert Alter has taught hebrew and comparative 
literature at the University of california, Berkeley, 
since 1967. 

2010. 208 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-12881-8 $19.95 | £13.95
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Journal, Volume 7: 1853–1854
Henry D. Thoreau
Edited by nancy craig Simmons &  
ron thomas

the Princeton edition reproduces thoreau’s 
Journal in its original and complete form, in a 
text free of editorial interpolations and keyed to 
a comprehensive scholarly apparatus.

2009. 552 pages. 4 halftones. 51 line illus. 
cl: 978-0-691-06540-3 $65.00 | £44.95

Excursions
Henry D. Thoreau
Edited by Joseph J. moldenhauer

“We are grateful to moldenhauer and Princeton 
University Press for their continuing dedication 
to providing modern readers with editions of 
thoreau’s writings that are sound, beautifully-
produced and enduring pieces of scholarship.”
—François Specq, Transatlantica

2007. 672 pages. 4 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-06450-5 $72.00 | £49.95

Forthcoming

The Quotable Thoreau
Edited by Jeffrey S. Cramer

“With the possible exception of Emerson, it is hard to name any American 
writer more quotable than thoreau. this is a book that his many readers and 
admirers will want to read, browse, and return to.”
—William E. cain, Wellesley college

Jeffrey S. cramer is curator of collections at the thoreau institute at Walden 
Woods, an independent research institution that holds the world’s most 
comprehensive collection of thoreau-related material.

June 2011. 552 pages. 20 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-13997-5 $19.95 | £13.95

150th Anniversary Edition
With an introduction by  
John Updike
Walden
Henry D. Thoreau
Edited by J. Lyndon Shanley
2004. 384 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-09612-4 $10.95 | £7.50

With an introduction by  
Paul theroux
The Maine Woods
Henry D. Thoreau
Edited by  
Joseph J. moldenhauer
2004. 376 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-11877-2 $17.95 | £12.50

With an introduction by  
robert Pinsky
Cape Cod
Henry D. Thoreau
Edited by  
Joseph J. moldenhauer
2004. 264 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-11842-0 $12.95 | £8.95

With an introduction by  
howard Zinn
The Higher Law
thoreau on civil Disobedience 
and reform
Henry D. Thoreau
Edited by Wendell glick
2004. 240 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-11876-5 $13.95 | £9.95

With an introduction by  
John mcPhee
A Week on the Concord 
and Merrimack Rivers 
Henry D. Thoreau
Edited by carl F. hovde,  
William L. howarth &  
Elizabeth hall Witherell 
2004. 464 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-11878-9 $16.95 | £11.95



20/21
walter benn michaels, series editor

20/21 focuses on twentieth- and twenty-first century American literature and culture, publishing 
books that interrogate rather than reproduce the terms in which we have come to understand the 
period. the series aims to engage and alter the standard tools of contemporary analysis—from the 
postmodern and the postcolonial through the post-human and the post-political. more generally, 
20/21 features ambitious books that seek to make a difference to our understanding of the present as 
well as the recent past.
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American Hungers
the Problem of Poverty in  
U.S. Literature, 1840–1945
Gavin Jones

“Jones persuasively argues that 
the time has come for literary 
theory to address the issue of 
poverty.”
—Choice 

2009. 248 pages. 11 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-14331-6 $24.95 | £16.95 
cl: 978-0-691-12753-8 $52.50 | £36.95

From Guilt to Shame
Auschwitz and After
Ruth Leys

“ruth Leys’s new book is a 
brilliant interdisciplinary inves-
tigation of a striking cultural 
transformation.”
—toril moi, Duke University

2009. 216 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14332-3 $24.95 | £16.95

A Pinnacle of Feeling
American Literature and  
Presidential government
Sean McCann
2008. 264 pages.  
cl: 978-0-691-13695-0 $37.50 | £26.95

Winner of the 2007 Annual Book Award, British 
Association for American Studies

William Faulkner
An Economy of complex Words
Richard Godden
2007. 264 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-13071-2 $46.00 | £31.95

nEW

Being Numerous
Poetry and the ground of Social Life
Oren Izenberg

“Being Numerous provides a general 
theory of poetry’s claim to universalism 
through lyric transactions between a 
writer and a reader that are both enabled 
and tortured by poetic form. As a result, 
izenberg pays very close attention to the 
reader’s experience of feeling connected 
to the scene of being one of many 
through the poem. i love reading this 
manifestic and meticulous writing.”
—Lauren Berlant, University of chicago

oren izenberg is a visiting scholar at the University of illinois, 
chicago.

2011. 248 pages. 15 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14866-3 $27.95 | £19.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14483-2 $65.00 | £44.95

nEW

Postmodern Belief
American Literature and religion since 1960
Amy Hungerford

“this is an intelligent, compelling, and 
beautifully-written book about the 
place of belief in contemporary Ameri-
can literature and culture. the eclectic 
mix of authors is gratifying, and each 
one is exhaustively researched.”
—christopher Douglas, University  
of Victoria

Amy hungerford is professor of English 
at Yale University. 

2010. 224 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14575-4 $27.95 | £19.95 
cl: 978-0-691-13508-3 $65.00 | £44.95
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Shakespeare
Johann Gottfried Herder
translated, edited, and with an  
introduction by gregory moore

“Leaping over centuries, [herder] cast Shake-
speare as the heir of Sophocles (making himself 
the heir of Aristotle), and an inspiration for a 
new northern European art. . . . it still reads as a 
charmingly enthusiastic defence of what would 
become familiar terms of romanticism and re-
minds us that the call to do things with german 
literature and theatre was couched in terms of 
doing things with Shakespeare.”
—ruth morse, Times Literary Supplement

2008. 128 pages.  
cl: 978-0-691-13535-9 $13.95 | £9.95

The Transatlantic Indian,  
1776–1930
Kate Flint

“truly brilliant. Flint does what very few writers 
have done before, which is to acknowledge 
the role native Americans—and the often 
contradictory representations of them—played 
in the British imagination. She brings her keen 
literary sensibility and her wonderful ability to 
read the visual culture of the Victorian era to this 
book in ways that do considerable justice to the 
complexity and importance of this topic.”
—Joseph W. childers, University of california, 
riverside

2009. 392 pages. 40 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-13120-7 $42.00 | £28.95

Imagining Virginia Woolf
An Experiment in critical Biography
Maria DiBattista

“What interests maria DiBattista is not who Woolf 
actually was—the flesh and blood woman—but 
the multiple personalities that emanate from her 
books. reading a writer familiar to us is, in many 
ways, no different from seeing people we know, 
she says. in both cases, the person we think we 
know is a composite of the various facets of 
them we have glimpsed.”
—Fiona capp, The Age

2009. 208 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-13812-1 $20.95 | £14.95

Shakespeare and Elizabeth
the meeting of two myths
Helen Hackett

“this is a scholarly yet wonderfully entertaining 
book about a modern myth: the belief that 
Queen Elizabeth i and William Shakespeare met, 
talked and admired each other. . . . helen hackett 
provides a witty survey of the extraordinary vari-
ety of ways in which this curious supposition has 
been reiterated and elaborated in the cultural 
artefacts of the last 200 years. . . . Sharp, learned, 
lively and amusing, this is an illuminating and 
engaging study. it is not easy nowadays to write 
a book about Shakespeare which is both fresh 
and substantial. helen hackett has done so.”
—nicholas Shrimpton, Brown Book

2009. 312 pages. 18 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-12806-1 $37.50 | £26.95

read newsworthy and lively commentary on our new blog at press.princeton.edu/blog
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Winner of the 2008 research Book of the Year Award, Saltire Society/
national Library of Scotland

Scott’s Shadow
the novel in romantic Edinburgh
Ian Duncan

“certainly Duncan’s sophisticated commentary 
is poised to become required reading for those 
with an interest in the romantic novel, and will 
prove to be an invaluable resource for Scott 
scholars for many years to come.”
—ross Alloway, Edinburgh Review

Literature in History

2008. 416 pages. 7 halftones.  
cl: 978-0-691-04383-8 $46.00 | £31.95 

War at a Distance
romanticism and the making of  
modern Wartime
Mary A. Favret

“thoughtful, sophisticated, and subtle, this book 
analyzes the way war figures in romantic writ-
ing, i.e., the way romantic writing figuratively 
engages civilians’ always-mediated experience 
of distant warfare. . . . Engaging clearly and intelli-
gently with critical work by such thinkers as ray-
mond Williams, Dominick Lacapra, Susan Sontag, 
and Amanda Anderson, this book demonstrates 
that the contemporary experience of wartime 
has its roots in the romantic imagination.”
—Choice

2010. 272 pages. 12 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14407-8 $26.95 | £18.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14276-0 $60.00 | £41.95

Becoming a Woman of Letters
myths of Authorship and Facts of the 
Victorian market
Linda H. Peterson

“Becoming a Woman of Letters makes a significant 
contribution to our understanding of the 
nineteenth-century literary marketplace and 
of how women located themselves within the 
emerging profession of authorship. Elegant and 
engagingly written, this book will appeal to read-
ers with an interest in the history of authorship, 
in the periodical press, and in women’s writing.”
—hilary Fraser, Birbeck college, University  
of London

2009. 312 pages. 28 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-14017-9 $35.00  | £24.95

Making Waste
Leftovers and the Eighteenth-century 
imagination
Sophie Gee

“this brief book on an unlikely topic is packed 
with insights. By focusing on ‘waste,’ gee has 
found an original way to look at the literature of 
the restoration and early 18th century. . . . Best 
of all, she always writes clearly, making her book 
accessible even to beginners.”
—Choice

2009. 216 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-13984-5 $26.95 | £18.95

connect with us on twitter @ princetonupress & Facebook @ PrincetonUniversityPress



Forthcoming

The Pursuit of Laziness
An idle interpretation of the Enlightenment
Pierre Saint-Amand
translated by Jennifer curtiss gage

“Seductive and charming, this is a little gem of 
a book.”
—Darrin m. mcmahon author of Happiness: 

A History

Unsettling the stubborn view of the eighteenth 
century as an age of frenetic industriousness and 
labor, The Pursuit of Laziness plumbs the texts 
and images of the time and uncovers deliberate 
yearnings for slowness and recreation.

Pierre Saint-Amand is the Francis Wayland Profes-
sor of French Studies and comparative Literature 
at Brown University.

June 2011. 176 pages. 6 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-14927-1 $29.95 | £20.95

10	•	comparative	literature
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runner-up, 2009 Best Books of the Year, Atlantic

one of Choice’s outstanding Academic titles for 2009

Northern Arts
the Breakthrough of Scandinavian 
Literature and Art, from ibsen to Bergman
Arnold Weinstein

“Weinstein’s is a 
brilliantly told story 
of how an underpopu-
lated region developed 
from repressive back-
water to cutting-edge 
artistic fulcrum.”
—Atlantic

Arnold Weinstein is 
the Edna and richard 
Salomon Distinguished 

Professor of comparative Literature at Brown 
University. 

2010. 544 pages. 76 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14824-3 $27.95 | £19.95 
cl: 978-0-691-12544-2 $55.00 | £37.95

nEW

Aesopic Conversations
Popular tradition, cultural Dialogue, and 
the invention of greek Prose
Leslie Kurke

“Aesopic Conversations 
is a masterpiece. 
Breathtakingly original, 
the book illuminates the 
dynamics of the Aesopic 
tradition and the intel-
lectual history of greece. 
it succeeds in showing 
that the seemingly mar-
ginal figure of Aesop, 
a fable-telling alleged 

criminal and itinerant slave, had a central role in 
the invention of a fundamental medium for all of 
Western history—serious nonfictional prose.”
—richard P. martin, Stanford University

Leslie Kurke is professor of classics and comparative 
literature at the University of california, Berkeley. 

Martin Classical Lectures

2010. 520 pages. 7 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-14458-0 $29.95 | £20.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14457-3  $75.00 | £52.00

nEW

Between Religion and Rationality
Essays in russian Literature and culture
Joseph Frank

“this thought-provok-
ing book is difficult to 
put down.”
—gary Saul morson, 
northwestern  
University

Delving into the distinc-
tions of the russian 
novel as well as the 
conflicts between the 
religious peasant world 

and the educated russian elite, Between Religion 

and Rationality displays the cogent reflections 
of one of the most distinguished and versatile 
critics in the field.

Joseph Frank is professor emeritus of Slavic and 
comparative literature at Stanford and Princeton. 
For more books by Joseph Frank see page 28. 

2010. 312 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14566-2 $29.95 | £20.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14256-2 $60.00 | £41.95
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mario Vargas Llosa, Winner of the 2010 nobel Prize in Literature

one of Choice’s outstanding Academic titles for 2007

The Temptation of the Impossible
Victor hugo and Les Misérables
Mario Vargas Llosa
translated by John King

“A remarkable critique of Victor hugo’s masterpiece.”
—nedra crowe, Library Journal

2007. 208 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-13111-5 $24.95 | £16.95 

one of Choice’s outstanding Academic titles for 2009

honorable mention, 2008 ProSE Award for Excellence in Literature, 
Language, and Linguistics, Association of American Publishers

Franz Kafka
the office Writings
Edited by Stanley Corngold,  
Jack Greenberg & Benno Wagner
translations by Eric Patton with ruth hein

“A fascinating read.”
—Choice 

2008. 424 pages. 28 halftones. 9 tables. 
cl: 978-0-691-12680-7 $46.95 | £32.95

Winner of the 2008 christian gauss Award, Phi Beta Kappa

Henry James Goes to Paris
Peter Brooks

“[An] affectionate study.”
—New Yorker

2008. 288 pages. 18 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-13842-8 $20.95 | £14.95

honorable mention, 2010 Laura Shannon Prize in contemporary 
European Studies, nanovic institute for European Studies

Cultural Capitals
Early modern London and Paris
Karen Newman
2009. 224 pages. 30 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-14110-7 $24.95 | £16.95

noW AVAiLABLE in PAPErBAcK

Meetings of the Mind
David Damrosch

“As full of malice, repartee, and discovered iden-
tity as a countryhouse weekend. made to order 
for those who’ve always wondered what really 
goes on at those scholarly conferences.”
—Bruce robbins

2010. 232 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14938-7 $19.95 | £13.95

The Princeton Sourcebook in  
Comparative Literature
From the European Enlightenment to the 
global Present
Edited by David Damrosch, Natalie Melas & 
Mbongiseni Buthelezi

See page 16 for details.

Dostoevsky`s Democracy
Nancy Ruttenburg

“Dostoevsky’s Democracy brims with surprising 
insights.”
—robin Feuer miller, Slavic Review

2010. 288 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14664-5 $24.95 | £16.95 
cl: 978-0-691-13614-1 $37.50 | £26.95

War of No Pity
the indian mutiny and Victorian trauma
Christopher Herbert

“[A] vital and vitally important work of literary, 
cultural, and historical criticism.”
—Stephen Arata, Victorian Studies

2010. 352 pages. 8 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14330-9 $27.95 | £19.95 
cl: 978-0-691-13332-4 $52.50 | £36.95
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jack zipes, series editor
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The Cloak of Dreams
chinese Fairy tales
Béla Balázs
translated and introduced by Jack Zipes
illustrated by mariette Lydis

“these fairy tales are wonderful, 
touching, and fantastic—you can feel 
the giddy liberty Balázs gave himself in 
writing them. i enthusiastically recom-
mend them to anyone who can still 
feel the pleasure of being kidnapped 
by fantasy and being taken away to a 
land that is both vividly colored and 
intellectually curious. the collection is 
a delight and Jack Zipes’s introduction 
is splendid.”

—Andrei codrescu, author of The Posthuman Dada Guide

A man is changed into a flea and must bring his future parents 
together in order to become human again. A woman convinces 
a river god to cure her sick son, but the remedy has mixed 
consequences. A young man must choose whether to be close 
to his wife’s soul or body. And two deaf mutes transcend their 
physical existence in the garden of dreams. Strange and fantasti-
cal, these fairy tales of Béla Balázs (1884–1949), hungarian writer, 
film critic, and famous librettist of Bluebeard’s Castle, reflect his 
profound interest in friendship, alienation, and taoist philosophy. 
translated and introduced by Jack Zipes, one of the world’s lead-
ing authorities on fairy tales, The Cloak of Dreams brings together 
sixteen of Balázs’s unique and haunting stories.

Jack Zipes is professor emeritus of german and comparative 
literature at the University of minnesota.

2010. 192 pages. 15 line illus. 
cl: 978-0-691-14711-6 $24.95 | £16.95

Lucky Hans and Other 
Merz Fairy Tales
Kurt Schwitters
translated and introduced 
by Jack Zipes
illustrated by irvine Peacock

“including four pieces Schwitters 
wrote in English—he had aban-
doned german, as the nazis’ 
language—this volume stands 
as a substantial, chronologically 
representative, and delightful 
addition to the still small 
number of texts by Schwitters 
published in the U.S. Zipes sup-
plies snappy translations and a 
thoughtful critical introduction.”
—Choice 

2009. 256 pages. 31 halftones. 26 line illus. 
cl: 978-0-691-13967-8 $22.95 | £15.95

Oddly Modern Fairy Tales is a series dedicated to publishing unusual literary fairy tales produced mainly 
during the first half of the twentieth century. international in scope, the series includes new transla-
tions, surprising and unexpected tales by well-known writers and artists, and uncanny stories by gifted 
yet neglected authors. Postmodern before their time, the tales in Oddly Modern Fairy Tales transformed 
the genre and still strike a chord.

connect with us on twitter @ princetonupress & Facebook @ PrincetonUniversityPress
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VoLUmE i

Journals AA–DD

Volume 1 is the first English translation and commentary of 
Kierkegaard’s journals based on up-to-date scholarship. it offers 
new insight into Kierkegaard’s inner life. in addition to early 
drafts of his published works, the journals contain his thoughts 
on then current events and philosophical and theological mat-
ters, notes on books he was reading, miscellaneous jottings, and 
ideas for future literary projects.

2007. 616 pages. 19 halftones. 9 tables. 4 maps.  
cl: 978-0-691-09222-5 $85.00 | £59.00

VoLUmE 2

Journals EE–KK

Volume 2 includes materials from 1836 to 1846, a period that 
takes Kierkegaard from his student days to the peak of his activity 
as an author. in addition to containing hundreds of Kierkegaard’s 
reflections on philosophy, theology, literature, and his own 
personal life, these journals are the seedbed of many ideas and 
passages that later surfaced in Either/Or, Repetition, Fear and 

Trembling, Philosophical Fragments, The Concept of Anxiety, Stages 

on Life’s Way, Concluding Unscientific Postscript, and a number of 
Edifying Discourses.

2008. 696 pages. 30 halftones.  
cl: 978-0-691-13344-7 $105.00 | £72.00

VoLUmE 3

Notebooks 1–15

Volume 3 of this 11-volume edition includes Kierkegaard’s extensive 
notes on lectures by the Danish theologian h. n. clausen and by 
the german philosopher Schelling, as well as a great many other 
entries on philosophical, theological, and literary topics. in addition, 
the volume includes many personal reflections by Kierkegaard.

2010. 864 pages. 10 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-13893-0 $150.00 | £103.00

Forthcoming—VoLUmE 4

Journals NB–NB5
2011. 696 pages. 10 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-14903-5 $150.00 | £103.00

Søren Kierkegaard
A Biography
Joakim Garff
translated by  
Bruce h. Kirmmse

“monumental. . . . garff’s informal 
voice enlists us in the village of 
gossip of Kierkegaard’s time. . . .  
[h]is tone helps create a sense 
of excitement, of caring, of 
importance, of—locally and 
cosmically—scandal.”
—John Updike, New Yorker

2007. 896 pages. 31 halftones. 8 line illus. 
Pa: 978-0-691-12788-0 $29.95 | £20.95

kierkegaard’s journals and notebooks
edited by niels jørgen cappelørn, alastair hannay, david kangas,  

bruce h. kirmmse, george pattison, vanessa rumble & k. brian söderquist,  
in cooperation with the søren kierkegaard research centre, copenhagen

read newsworthy and lively commentary on our new blog at press.princeton.edu/blog
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Synchronicity
An Acausal connecting Principle

Jung was intrigued from early in his career with coincidences, especially those surprising juxtaposi-
tions that scientific rationality could not adequately explain. he discussed these ideas with Albert 
Einstein before World War i, but first used the term “synchronicity” in a 1930 lecture, in reference to 
the unusual psychological insights generated from consulting the I Ching. A long correspondence and 
friendship with the nobel Prize–winning physicist Wolfgang Pauli stimulated a final, mature statement 
of Jung’s thinking on synchronicity, originally published in 1952 and reproduced here. together with a 
wealth of historical and contemporary material, this essay describes an astrological experiment Jung 
conducted to test his theory. Synchronicity reveals the full extent of Jung’s research into a wide range 
of psychic phenomena.

Bollingen Series 

2010. 152 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-15050-5 $9.95 | £6.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada)

nEW PAPErBAcK

Four Archetypes
mother/rebirth/Spirit/trickster

one of Jung’s most influential ideas has been his 
view, presented here, that primordial images, or 
archetypes, dwell deep within the unconscious 
of every human being. the essays in this volume 
gather together Jung’s most important state-
ments on the archetypes, beginning with the 
introduction of the concept in “Archetypes and 
the collective Unconscious.” in separate essays, 
he elaborates and explores the archetypes of 
the mother and the trickster, considers the 
psychological meaning of the myths of rebirth, 
and contrasts the idea of Spirits seen in dreams 
to those recounted in fairy tales.

Bollingen Series

2010. 192 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-15049-9 $12.95 | £8.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada)

nEW PAPErBAcK

Answer to Job

considered one of Jung’s most controversial 
works, Answer to Job also stands as Jung’s most 
extensive commentary on a biblical text. here, he 
confronts the story of the man who challenged 
god, the man who experienced hell on earth and 
still did not reject his faith. Job’s journey parallels 
Jung’s own experience—as reported in The 

Red Book: Liber Novus—of descending into the 
depths of his own unconscious, confronting and 
reconciling the rejected aspects of his soul.

Bollingen Series

2010. 144 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-15047-5 $9.95 | £6.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada)

c. g. jung
translated by r.f.c. hull 
with new forewords by sonu shamdasani
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Children’s Dreams
notes from the Seminar given in 1936–1940
C. G. Jung
Edited by maria meyer-grass & Lorenz Jung
translated by Ernst Falzeder with the  
collaboration of tony Woolfson

“[F]ascinating. . . . [Children’s Dreams] will delight 
scholars of Jung and anyone interested in his 
works.”
—Choice

maria meyer-grass is a Jungian analyst in private 
practice. Lorenz Jung, now deceased, was a 
grandson of c. g. Jung and a Jungian analyst in 
private practice. Ernst Falzeder is a historian of 
psychoanalysis.

Jung Seminars

2010. 528 pages. 12 line illus. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14807-6 $24.95 | £16.95 
cl: 978-0-691-13323-2 $55.00 | £37.95

Forthcoming PAPErBAcK

The Undiscovered Self
With Symbols and the interpretation of Dreams

these two essays, written late in Jung’s life, reflect his responses to the shattering experience of World 
War ii and the dawn of mass society. Among his most influential works, “the Undiscovered Self” is a 
plea for his generation—and those to come—to continue the individual work of self-discovery and 
not abandon needed psychological reflection for the easy ephemera of mass culture. in the second es-
say, “Symbols and the interpretation of Dreams,” Jung explains how the symbols that occur in dreams 
compensate for repressed emotions and intuitions.

Bollingen Series

2010. 160 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-15051-2 $9.95 | £6.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada)

Forthcoming PAPErBAcK

Dreams

Dream analysis is a distinctive and foundational 
part of analytical psychology, the school of 
psychology founded by c. g. Jung and his 
successors. this volume collects Jung’s most 
insightful contributions to the study of dreams 
and their meaning. the essays in this volume, 
written between 1909 and 1945, reveal Jung’s 
most essential views about dreaming—es-
pecially regarding the relationship between 
language and dream. through these studies, 
Jung grew to understand that dreams are 
themselves a language, a language through 
which the soul communicates with the body. the 
essays included are “the Analysis of Dreams,” “on 
the Significance of number Dreams,” “general 
Aspects of Dream Psychology,” “on the nature of 
Dreams,” “the Practical Use of Dream Analysis,” 
and “individual Dream Symbolism in relation to 
Alchemy” (complete with illustrations).

Bollingen Series

2010. 368 pages. 105 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-15048-2 $16.95 | £11.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada)
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The Event of Postcolonial Shame
Timothy Bewes

“this is an exceptional book. Bewes has 
written the theory of the contemporary 
novel that literary scholars have been 
craving, and he has written a work 
of literary criticism that explains why 
scholars across the disciplines ought 
to be reading contemporary fiction if 
they wish to understand the twentieth 
century.”
—John marx, University of california, 
Davis

timothy Bewes is associate professor of English at Brown University. 

2011. 240 pages. 6 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14166-4 $29.95 | £20.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14165-7 $70.00 | £48.95

translation/transnation
emily apter, series editor
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The Novel and the Sea
Margaret Cohen

“With a wonderfully attentive eye to the 
craft of writing and sailing, margaret 
cohen lays out a bold new literary 
theory of practice and experience based 
in the world of work and things. meticu-
lous and enthralling, she tells us why 
we must go down to the sea again and 
again, and never tire of learning from it.”
—michael taussig, columbia University

A significant literary history, The Novel 

and the Sea challenges readers to re-
think their land-locked assumptions about the novel.

margaret cohen is the Andrew B. hammond chair of French 
Language, Literature, and civilization at Stanford University. 

2010. 328 pages. 30 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-14065-0 $39.50 | £27.95

The Princeton 
Sourcebook in 
Comparative 
Literature
From the European 
Enlightenment to the 
global Present
Edited by David Damrosch, 
Natalie Melas &  
Mbongiseni Buthelezi

“this collection captures the rest-
less, experimental, self-critical 
spirit of what has never been a 
discipline or a field but a project.”
—haun Saussy, Yale University

2009. 464 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-13285-3 $29.95 | £20.95 
cl: 978-0-691-13284-6 $65.00 | £44.95

The Spread of Novels
translation and Prose 
Fiction in the Eighteenth 
century
Mary Helen McMurran 

“this important book establishes 
why the novel is not just English 
and why, indeed, even the Eng-
lish novel was never just English, 
or transatlantic, or Anglophone, 
but first and foremost translated 
and trans-channel.”
—April Alliston, Princeton 
University

2009. 272 pages. 4 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-14153-4 $27.95 | £19.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14152-7 $65.00 | £44.95

Translation/Transnation is devoted to developing approaches and topics that place renewed emphasis 
on the literary dimension of transnationalism. it investigates the politics of language, accent and lit-
eracy; translation and the global marketplace; comparative literary movements and genres; the future 
status of national assignations in textual classification; the need for new paradigms of comparative 
literary history and historiography; and related themes.
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The Translation Zone
A new comparative Literature
Emily Apter
2006. 320 pages. 4 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-04997-7 $27.95 | £19.95

Guru English
South Asian religion in a  
cosmopolitan Language

Srinivas Aravamudan 
2005. 352 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-11828-4 $28.95 | £19.95

We, the People of  
Europe?
reflections on transnational 
citizenship
Étienne Balibar
translated by James Swenson  

2003. 304 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-08990-4 $26.95 | £18.95

honorable mention, 2004 Aldo and Jeanne 
Scaglione Prize for French and Francophone 
Studies, modern Language Association

Experimental Nations
or, the invention of the 
maghreb
Réda Bensmaïa
2003. 232 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-08937-9 $28.95 | £19.95

Nation, Language, and 
the Ethics of Translation
Edited by Sandra Bermann & 
Michael Wood
2005. 424 pages. 1 halftone.  
Pa: 978-0-691-11609-9 $30.95 | £21.95

Utopian Generations
the Political horizon of 
twentieth-century Literature
Nicholas Brown
2005. 256 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-12212-0 $32.95 | £22.95

The Literary Channel
the inter-national invention 
of the novel
Edited by Margaret Cohen & 
Carolyn Dever
2002. 336 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-05002-7 $31.95 | £21.95

What Is World Literature?
David Damrosch
2003. 336 pages. 12 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-04986-1 $29.95 | £20.95

honorable mention, 2002 John hope 
Franklin Publication Prize, American Studies 
Association

Ambassadors of Culture
the transamerican origins of 
Latino Writing 
Kirsten Silva Gruesz
2001. 320 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-05097-3 $29.95 | £20.95

In Spite of Partition
Jews, Arabs, and the Limits of 
Separatist imagination

Gil Z. Hochberg
2007. 208 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-12875-7 $39.95 | £27.95

Winner of 2007 richard L. greaves Award, 
international John Bunyan Society

The Portable Bunyan
A transnational history of  
The Pilgrim’s Progress
Isabel Hofmeyr
2003. 336 pages. 20 halftones. 1 table.  
Pa: 978-0-691-11656-3 $31.95 | £21.95

Winner of the 2006 James russell Lowell 
Prize, modern Language Association

Poetry of the Revolution
marx, manifestos, and the 
Avant-gardes
Martin Puchner
2006. 336 pages. 7 halftones. 2 line illus. 3 tables.  
Pa: 978-0-691-12260-1 $28.95 | £19.95

Writing Outside the 
Nation
Azade Seyhan
2000. 204 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-05099-7 $31.95 | £21.95
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A Shoemaker’s Story
Being chiefly about French canadian 
immigrants, Enterprising Photographers, 
rascal Yankees, and chinese cobblers in a 
nineteenth-century Factory town
Anthony W. Lee

“generously il-
lustrated with many 
extraordinary pho-
tographs, A Shoe-

maker’s Story brings 
1870s America to 
vivid life. combining 
painstaking research 
with world-class 
storytelling, Lee 
illuminates an 
important episode 

in the social history of the United States, and 
reveals the extent to which photographs can be 
sites of intense historical struggle.”
—Spartacus Educational

2008. 312 pages. 1 color illus. 136 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-13325-6  $45.00  | £30.95

nEW

A Kaleidoscope of China
An Advanced reader of modern chinese
Chih-p`ing Chou, Jingyu Wang,  
Joanne Chiang & Hua-Hui Wei

“chou and his col-
leagues have once 
again produced 
a superb chinese 
language textbook. 
this crack team of 
seasoned teachers 
is probably the best 
in the world when it 
comes to teaching 
chinese as a second 

language. A Kaleidoscope of China presents a 
veritable feast of fascinating essays. Students 
will not only find it stimulating but, more impor-
tantly, will learn well from it.” 
—James m. hargett, University at Albany, State 
University of new York

A Kaleidoscope of China is an advanced chinese-
language textbook that gives students a greater 
command of chinese while deepening their 
understanding of the social and cultural issues 
facing china today. geared to the unique needs 
of students with two or more years of instruction 
in modern chinese, this book features a stimulat-
ing selection of articles and essays from major 
newspapers and periodicals in china, offering a 
revealing look at contemporary chinese society. 

chih-p`ing chou is professor of East Asian 
studies at Princeton University and director of 
the university’s chinese language and Princeton 
in Beijing programs. Joanne chiang is senior 
lecturer in chinese at Princeton. Jingyu Wang 
and hua-hui Wei are former lecturers in chinese 
at Princeton.

The Princeton Language Program: Modern Chinese

2010. 536 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14691-1 $49.50 | £34.95

Forthcoming PAPErBAcK
Winner of the 2009 ProSE Award for Excellence in World history and 
Biography/Autobiography, Association of American Publishers

Empires of the Silk Road
A history of central Eurasia from the 
Bronze Age to the Present
Christopher I. Beckwith

“Beckwith systematically 
demolishes the almost 
universal presumption 
that the peoples and 
powers of inner Asia 
were typically predatory 
raiders. . . . [rather], they 
were the quintessential 
traders of the Silk road.”
—Edward Luttwak,  
New Republic

christopher i. Beckwith is professor of central 
Eurasian studies at indiana University.

may 2011. 512 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-15034-5 $16.95 | £11.95 
cl: 978-0-691-13589-2 $49.95 | £34.95
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The Plum in the Golden Vase or, Chin P’ing Mei 
Translated by David Tod Roy

Forthcoming

Volume Four: The Climax

this is the fourth and penultimate volume in David roy’s celebrated translation of one of the most 
famous and important novels in chinese literature. The Plum in the Golden Vase or, Chin P’ing Mei, is 
an anonymous sixteenth-century work that focuses on the domestic life of hsi-men ch’ing, a corrupt, 
upwardly mobile merchant in a provincial town, who maintains a harem of six wives and concubines. 
this work, known primarily for its erotic realism, is also a landmark in the development of the narrative 
art form—not only from a specifically chinese perspective but in a world-historical context.

David tod roy is professor emeritus of chinese literature at the University of chicago.

Princeton Library of Asian Translations

Volume Four: The Climax
July 2011. 1,016 pages. 40 line illus. 
cl: 978-0-691-15043-7 $55.00 | £37.95

“clearly David roy is the greatest scholar-
translator in the field of premodern vernacular 
chinese fiction. . . . the puns and various other 
kinds of word plays that abound in the Chin P’ing 

Mei are so difficult to translate that i can’t help 
‘slapping the table in amazement’ each time i see 
evidence of roy’s masterful rendition of them. . . . 
i recommend this book, in the strongest possible 
terms, to anyone interested in the novel form in 
general, in chinese literature in particular, or in 
the translation of chinese literature.”
—Shuhui Yang, Chinese Literature

“racy, colloquial, and robustly scatalogical, [this 
translation] could only have been done now, 
when our literary language has finally shed its 
Victorian values. David tod roy enters with zest 
into the spirit and the letter of the original, quite 
surpassing . . . earlier versions.”
—Paul St. John mackintosh, Literary Review

Volume One: The Gathering
1997. 714 pages. 40 illus. 
Pa: 978-0-691-01614-6 $39.95 | £27.95

Volume Two: The Rivals
2006. 720 pages. 40 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-12619-7 $39.95 | £27.95

Volume Three: The Aphrodisiac
2011. 776 pages. 40 line illus. 
Pa: 978-0-691-15018-5 $39.95 | £27.95 
cl: 978-0-691-12534-3 $75.00 | £52.00

connect with us on twitter @ princetonupress & Facebook @ PrincetonUniversityPress
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Last Looks, Last Books
Stevens, Plath, Lowell, Bishop, merrill
Helen Vendler

“helen Vendler is our great biographer of the poem. . . . her lucid, plain-spoken 
narratives make the poem seem as engrossing as a ‘life of the poet’ tale.”
—David gewanter, Times Higher Education

in Last Looks, Last Books, the eminent critic helen Vendler examines the ways 
in which five great modern American poets, writing their final books, try to 
find a style that does justice to life and death alike. With traditional religious 
consolations no longer available to them, these poets must invent new ways 
to express the crisis of death, as well as the paradoxical coexistence of a 
declining body and an undiminished consciousness.

helen Vendler is the A. Kingsley Porter University Professor at harvard University. 

Published in association with the National Gallery of Art, Washington

A. W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts, 2007 
Bollingen Series XXXV: 56

2010. 168 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-14534-1 $19.95 | £13.95

nEW

The Age of Auden
Postwar Poetry and the American Scene
Aidan Wasley

“Aidan Wasley shows 
how W. h. Auden’s pres-
ence in America and the 
particular qualities of his 
later writing made him 
the central figure for a 
generation of American 
poets. Wasley has per-
suaded me that Auden’s 
vision of America itself—
optimistic, but dry, not 

fanciful—was part of the attraction. the discus-
sions here of Ashbery, rich, and especially merrill 
have real delicacy and bring out hidden strengths 
and surprising affinities among these poets.”
—David Bromwich, Yale University

Aidan Wasley is associate professor of English at 
the University of georgia.

2010. 280 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-13679-0 $35.00 | £24.95

Forthcoming PAPErBAcK
one of Choice’s outstanding Academic titles for 2002

Music of a Distant Drum
classical Arabic, Persian, turkish, and 
hebrew Poems
Translated and Introduced by  
Bernard Lewis

“these poems are revela-
tory: straightforward and 
yet filled with longing 
and desire.”
—carol muske-Dukes, 
Los Angeles Times Book 

Review

“Bernard Lewis’s transla-
tions suggest differences 
of tone and temperament 
in the wide range of tradi-

tions from which he has compiled his anthology.”
—W. S. merwin, New York Review of Books

Bernard Lewis is professor emeritus at Princeton 
University.

may 2011. 240 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-15010-9 $17.95 | £12.50 
cl: 978-0-691-08928-7 $39.95 | £27.95

to receive notices about new books, subscribe for email at press.princeton.edu/subscribe
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BiLingUAL EDition
With a new foreword by robert Pinsky

C. P. Cavafy: Collected Poems
Translated by Edmund Keeley &  
Philip Sherrard
Edited by george Savidis

Praise for previous Princeton editions:

“[this is] among the key books of our century and 
should be read by anyone who cares for poetry.”
—Washington Post Book World

Princeton Classic Editions

2009. 496 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14124-4 $22.95 | £15.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth

Winner of the 2008 Sourette Diehl Fraser Award for Best translation of 
a Book, texas institute of Letters

Selected Poems
odes and Fragments
Sophocles
translated and introduced by  
reginald gibbons

“the brilliance of reginald gibbons’s transla-
tions of Sophocles lies in an empathetic leap 
of imagination that has allowed him to situate 
these ancient poems at an intersection where 
the passion of outcries, songs, and declamations 
encounters the elegance of the written word.”
—Stuart Dybek, author of I Sailed with Magellan

2008. 144 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-13024-8 $18.95 | £12.95

Winner of the 2009 Scottish Book of the Year, Saltire Society

Shortlisted for the 2010 Scottish mortgage investment trust Book 
Award in non-Fiction, Scottish Arts council

The Bard
robert Burns, A Biography
Robert Crawford

“crawford has produced an act of homage as 
well as a fine biography; his appreciation of the 
poet’s inner springs brings Burns’s outer forms 
blazing back to life.”
—Frances Wilson, Times (UK)

2009. 480 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-14171-8 $35.00
For sale only in the United States

The Best Laid Schemes
Selected Poetry and Prose of robert Burns
Robert Burns
Edited by robert crawford &  
christopher macLachlan

“[B]eautifully produced, with an unpretentious 
elegance that Burns would have approved.”
—John carey, New York Review of Books

2009. 312 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-14295-1 $19.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14294-4 $65.00
For sale only in the United States and the Philippines

A ReadySteadyBook.com Book of the Week

A Reader’s Guide to  
Wallace Stevens
Eleanor Cook

“[A]n invaluable companion for readers of a 
great poet whom many find difficult, although 
attractive.”
—Alastair Fowler, University of Edinburgh

2009. 376 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14108-4 $25.95 | £17.95 
cl: 978-0-691-04983-0 $46.95 | £32.95

nEW
The Poetry Lesson
Andrei Codrescu

See page 1 for details.



facing pages
nicholas jenkins, series editor
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Angina Days
Selected Poems
Günter Eich
translated and introduced by  
michael hofmann

“of the three postwar 
writers whose work 
seems most clearly to 
answer to Adorno’s 
sense that no poetry 
can be written after the 
holocaust, it is Eich 
(Beckett and celan are 
the others) whose re-
fusal of rhetoric is most 
thorough, with the result 

that the speaker—the authorial presence—who-
ever it is who would have persuaded, blamed, or 
badgered us, seems to have vanished into thin air, 
leaving nothing to come between ourselves and 
the pure experience offered by the poems.”
—Belle randall, poetry editor, Common Knowledge

michael hofmann is an award-winning poet and 
translator. he teaches at the University of Florida 
in gainesville.

2010. 216 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-14497-9 $24.95 | £16.95

nEW

Oranges and Snow
Selected Poems of milan Djordjević
Translated and introduced by  
Charles Simic

“charles Simic’s superbly 
able, balanced transla-
tions of the Serbian poet 
milan Djordjević are a 
double-revelation. here 
stands Djordjević, a new 
poet—dark, antic, and 
mournful—for English-
language readers. And 
here, at the same time, 
is Simic, a familiar but 

ever more esteemed presence—mournful, antic, 
dark—standing in a bewitchingly altered light.”
—nicholas Jenkins, Stanford University

Whatever their subject, Djordjević’s poems are 
beautiful, original, and always lyrical.

charles Simic is a poet, essayist, and translator 
who has won numerous awards, including the 
Pulitzer Prize, the griffin Poetry Prize, the Wallace 
Stevens Award, and a macArthur Fellowship. 

2011. 128 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-14246-3 $19.95 | £13.95

Forthcoming

New Impressions of Africa
Raymond Roussel
translated and introduced by mark Ford

“that anyone could translate Nouvelles Impressions d’Afrique at all is unlikely, 
but that it could be done with such sparkle and brio seems downright 
mysterious. this version rescues roussel’s bizarre masterpiece from its status 
as an intriguing rumor and turns it into a valuable resource for contemporary 
English-speaking readers. Poets especially will be in mark Ford’s debt.”
—John Ashbery

mark Ford teaches in the English Department at University college London.

April 2011. 336 pages. 59 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-14459-7 $29.95 | £20.95
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Hothouses
Poems, 1889
Maurice Maeterlinck
translated by richard howard

A feat of daring power extraordinarily immediate 
and inventive, Hothouses will appeal to all lovers 
of poetry, and in particular to those interested in 
modernism.

2003. 128 pages. 1 halftone. 7 line illus.  
Pa: 978-0-691-08838-9 $17.95 | £12.50

Horace, The Odes
new translations by contemporary Poets
Edited by J. D. McClatchy

“[A] wonderfully varied tribute to the mercurial 
poet it honors.”
—Amanda Kolson hurley, Times Literary Supplement

2005. 320 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-11981-6 $24.95 | £16.95 

After Every War
twentieth-century Women Poets
Translations from the German by Eavan Boland
2006. 184 pages. 10 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-12779-8 $15.95 | £10.95

With an afterword by Luis h. Antezana
The Night
Jaime Saenz
translated and introduced by Forrest gander 
& Kent Johnson
2007. 160 pages. 11 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-12483-4 $24.95 | £16.95

Love Lessons
Selected Poems of Alda merini
Translated by Susan Stewart

“Every now and then, poetry is capable of hitting 
the mark—more simply, accurately and suc-
cinctly—than anything else in the world. . . . Such 
is the case with Love Lessons, the selected poems 
of one of italy’s most beloved and important 
poets, Alda merini.”
—David marx, davidmarx.co.uk

2009. 144 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-12938-9 $19.95  | £13.95

J. m. coetzee, Winner of the 2003 nobel Prize in Literature 

Landscape with Rowers
Poetry from the netherlands
Translated and introduced by  
J. M. Coetzee

“the book has been lovingly and beautifully 
produced. . . . coetzee’s translations of these cool 
and astringent poems read well.”
—Eric ormsby, New York Sun

2005. 120 pages. 5 color plates. 
Pa: 978-0-691-12385-1 $18.95 | £12.95 

Also by J. M. Coetzee
The Lives of Animals
Edited and with an introduction by  
Amy gutmann

“[A] beautifully constructed, troubling, provoca-
tive book which resonates in the mind and heart 
long after you’ve turned the last page.”
—helen Kaye, Jerusalem Post

The University Center for Human Values

2001. 136 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-07089-6 $19.95 | £13.95
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Finalist, 2010 national Book Award, Poetry

The Eternal City
Poems
Kathleen Graber

Questioning what it means to possess and to be possessed by objects and 
technologies, Kathleen graber’s collection brings together the elevated and 
the quotidian to make neighbors of marcus Aurelius, Klaus Kinski, Walter 
Benjamin, and Johnny Depp. 

Kathleen graber teaches in the creative Writing Program at Virginia com-
monwealth University. 

2010. 96 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14610-2 $16.95 | £11.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14609-6 $35.00 | £24.95

Forthcoming

Carnations
Poems
Anthony Carelli

in Anthony carelli’s 
remarkable debut, 
Carnations, the poems 
attempt to reanimate 
dead metaphors as blos-
soms: wild and lovely 
but also fleeting, mortal, 
and averse to the touch. 
here, the poems are 
carnations, not only 
flowers, but also body-
making words. 

Anthony carelli’s poems have appeared in vari-
ous magazines, including the New Yorker.

may 2011. 72 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14945-5 $12.95 | £8.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14944-8 $24.95 | £16.95

Forthcoming

At Lake Scugog
Poems
Troy Jollimore

troy Jollimore is a 
professional philoso-
pher, and in witty and 
profound ways his 
formally playful poems 
dramatize philosophical 
subjects—especially the 
individual’s relation to 
the larger world, and the 
permeable, constantly 
shifting border between 
“inner” and “outer.”

troy Jollimore’s first book of poetry, Tom Thom-

son in Purgatory, won the 2006 national Book 
critics circle Award.

may 2011. 96 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14943-1 $16.95 | £11.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14942-4 $35.00 | £24.95

Starting in 1975, the Princeton Series of Contemporary Poets quickly distinguished itself as one of 
the most important publishing projects of its kind, winning praise from critics and poets alike and 
bringing out landmark books by figures such as Susan Stewart, robert Pinsky, Ann Lauterbach, Jorie 
graham, and Jay Wright. now relaunched under the editorship of Pulitzer Prize–winning poet and 
New Yorker poetry editor Paul muldoon, the series will continue to publish the best work of today’s 
emerging and established poets.

princeton series of contemporary poets
paul muldoon, series editor
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Forthcoming

Poems Under Saturn
Poèmes saturniens
Paul Verlaine
translated and with an introduction by Karl Kirchwey

“Karl Kirchwey’s translations of early Verlaine are true to the emotional color-
ing and musicality of the originals, their Baudelairean ambiguities of feeling, 
their exciting mixture of dictions. ‘classic Walpurgisnacht’ is one of many 
renderings which seem to me masterly.”
—richard Wilbur, author of Collected Poems, 1943–2004

Poems Under Saturn presents the extraordinary devotion and intense musical-
ity of an artist for whom poetry remained the one true passion.

Karl Kirchwey is professor of the arts and director of the creative Writing 
Program at Bryn mawr college, and, from 2010–2013, the Andrew heiskell 
Arts Director at the American Academy in rome.

2011. 176 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14486-3 $15.95 | £10.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14485-6 $39.50 | £27.95

The Collected Lyric Poems of  
Luís de Camões
Luís de Camões
translated by Landeg White

“these translations bring camões’s genius within 
reach of an audience who cannot read the 
elegant, intricate Portuguese originals.”
—claire Williams, Times Literary Supplement

2008. 384 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-13662-2 $19.95 | £13.95 
cl: 978-0-691-13656-1 $57.50 | £39.95

Winner of the tLS-risa Domb/Porjes translation Prize, Jewish  
Book council

Winner of the 2007 national Jewish Book Award in Poetry, Jewish 
Book council

Finalist, 2007 national Jewish Book Award in Sephardic culture, 
Jewish Book council

Winner of the 2007 r. r. hawkins Award, Association of American 
Publishers

Winner of the 2007 Award for Best Professional/Scholarly Book in 
humanities, Association of American Publishers

Winner of the 2007 Award for Best Professional/Scholarly Book 
in Literature, Language and Linguistics, Association of American 
Publishers

Peter cole, Winner of the 2010 Academy Award in Literature, 
American Academy of Arts and Letters

The Dream of the Poem
hebrew Poetry from muslim and christian 
Spain, 950–1492
Translated, Edited, and Introduced by 
Peter Cole

“the book is a treasure 
trove, a labour of love 
and exceptional erudi-
tion, which will open up 
to the reader a world 
of poetry and culture 
as rich as anything in 
human civilization.”
—Times Literary 

Supplement

2007. 576 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-12195-6 $22.95 | £15.95

In Hora Mortis/Under the Iron  
of the Moon
Poems
Thomas Bernhard
translated by James reidel

“this is a beautiful and necessary book.”
—Franz Wright, Pulitzer Prize-winning poet

2006. 192 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-12642-5 $18.95 | £12.95

lockert library of poetry in translation
richard howard, series editor
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“The Complete Works, edited with elegant scruple by Auden’s literary executor Edward mendelson 
is . . . the only way to get at Auden as he happened, year by year, bit by bit, and not as he, or his later 
biographers, want us to think of him.”
—tom D’Evelyn, Boston Book Review

nEW

Prose, Volume IV, 1956–1962

this fourth volume of W. h. Auden’s prose provides a unique picture of this 
legendary writer’s mind and art when he was at the height of his powers, 
from 1956 through 1962, including the years when he was Professor of Poetry 
at oxford. the volume includes his best-known and most important prose 
collection, The Dyer’s Hand, as well as scores of essays, reviews, and lectures 
on subjects ranging from J. r. r. tolkien and martin Luther to psychedelic 
drugs, cooking, and homer. much of the material has never been collected in 
book form, and some selections, such as the witty orations Auden wrote for 
ceremonies at oxford University, are almost entirely unknown. 

Edward mendelson’s introduction and comprehensive notes provide 
biographical and historical explanations of all obscure references. the text 

includes extensive corrections and revisions that Auden marked in personal copies of his work and 
which are printed here for the first time. 

Edward mendelson is the literary executor of the Estate of W. h. Auden and the Lionel trilling Profes-
sor in the humanities at columbia University. 

2010. 1,024 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-14755-0 $65.00 | £44.95

Prose and Travel 
Books in Prose and 
Verse, Volume I, 
1926–1938

“For anyone interested in ‘early 
Auden’ this book is indispens-
able.”
—Bernard Knox, New York 

Review of Books

1997. 952 pages. 116 halftones.  
7 line drawings. 2 maps. 4 tables. 
cl: 978-0-691-06803-9 $100.00 | £69.95

Prose, Volume II,  
1939–1948

“to have found and contextual-
ized the material collected in 
this second volume of Auden’s 
prose is a magnificent achieve-
ment, and Edward mendelson’s 
immaculately handled edition 
will be a scholarly resource of a 
permanent kind.”
—Peter macDonald, Times 

Literary Supplement

2002. 592 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-08935-5 $75.00 | £52.00

Prose, Volume III,  
1949–1955

“this third volume of [Auden’s] 
complete prose is the best 
yet. . . . no major writer’s 
complete works are more fun 
to read.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred 
review)

2008. 824 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-13326-3 $62.50 | £43.95

connect with us on twitter @ princetonupress & Facebook @ PrincetonUniversityPress
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The Sea and the Mirror
A commentary on 
Shakespeare’s The Tempest
W. H. Auden
Edited and with an intro-
duction by Arthur Kirsch

“[An] excellent and beautifully 
produced edition.”
—Peter mcDonald, Times Literary 

Supplement

2005. 152 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-12384-4 $19.95 | £13.95

Lectures on 
Shakespeare
W. H. Auden
Edited by Arthur Kirsch

“Anyone who cares about Shake-
speare will enjoy this book.”
—Lachlan macKinnon, Daily 

Telegraph

2003. 424 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-10282-5 $26.95 | £18.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada)

Winner of the 2010 DAAD Book Prize, german 
Studies Association

Shell Shock Cinema
Weimar culture and the 
Wounds of War
Anton Kaes

“this long-awaited book by one 
of the leading experts on ger-
man cinema is a landmark in film 
studies. . . . clearly written and 
beautifully produced . . . the book 
is a pleasure to read.”
—Choice

2009. 328 pages. 48 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-03136-1 $29.95 | £20.95

Forthcoming PAPErBAcK

The History of Italian Cinema
A guide to italian Film from its origins to the  
twenty-First century
Gian Piero Brunetta
translated by Jeremy Parzen

“[A] social, political, cultural, economic 
and literally geographic mapping of 
italy’s cinematic terrain. . . . [i]nvaluable.”
—Paul Sutton, Times Higher Education

gian Piero Brunetta is professor of the 
history and criticism of cinema at the 
University of Padua in italy.

June 2011. 368 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-11989-2 $24.95 | £16.95 
cl: 978-0-691-11988-5 $45.00 | £30.95

Forthcoming

The Age of Anxiety
A Baroque Eclogue
W. H. Auden
Edited and with an introduction by Alan Jacobs

“[Auden’s] most significant piece of 
work. . . . [W]e have in W. h. Auden a mas-
ter musician of rhythm and note, unable 
to be dull, in fact an enchanter, under 
the magic of indigenous gusto.”
—marianne moore, New York Times

When it was first published in 1947, The 

Age of Anxiety—W. h. Auden’s last, lon-
gest, and most ambitious book-length 
poem—immediately struck a powerful 
chord, capturing the imagination of the 

cultural moment that it diagnosed and named. this volume—the 
first annotated, critical edition of the poem—introduces this 
important work to a new generation of readers by putting it in 
historical and biographical context.

Alan Jacobs is the clyde S. Kilby Professor of English at Wheaton 
college in illinois.

April 2011. 200 pages. 1 halftone. 
cl: 978-0-691-13815-2 $22.95 | £15.95
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Also by Joseph Frank
Winner of the 1977 christian gauss Award, Phi Beta Kappa

Winner of the 1977 James russell Lowell Prize, modern Language 
Association

national Book Award Finalist

The Seeds of Revolt, 1821–1849
1979. 424 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-01355-8 $24.95 | £16.95

The Years of Ordeal, 1850–1859
1987. 344 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-01422-7 $24.95 | £16.95

Winner of the 1986 James russell Lowell Prize, modern Language 
Association

The Stir of Liberation, 1860–1865
1988. 416 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-01452-4 $24.95 | £16.95

Winner of the 1995 christian gauss Award, Phi Beta Kappa

The Miraculous Years, 1865–1871
1996. 539 pages. 15 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-01587-3 $24.95 | £16.95

Winner of the 2006 Etkind Prize, Best Book by a Western Scholar on 
russian Literature/culture, European University at St. Petersburg

one of Atlantic Monthly’s top ten Books of the Year for 2002

one of Choice’s outstanding Academic titles for 2002

The Mantle of the Prophet, 1871–1881
2003. 800 pages. 19 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-11569-6 $24.95 | £16.95

These five titles not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada)

dostoevsky by joseph frank
nEW

Augustine’s Confessions
A Biography
Garry Wills

“garry Wills rescues 
Augustine’s Confessions 
from its posterity, peeling 
away layer after layer of 
anachronistic reactions 
to the text and providing 
an invaluable aid to 
readers. A master restorer, 
Wills gives us a picture 
carefully cleaned of a 
millennium-and-a-half of 
varnish. . . . this is vintage 

Wills—punchy, clear, well-argued, and beauti-
fully translated, both linguistically and culturally.”
—Peter Brown, author of Augustine of Hippo: 

A Biography

in this brief and incisive book, Pulitzer Prize– 
winning historian garry Wills tells the story of 
the Confessions—what motivated Augustine to 
dictate it, how it asks to be read, and the many 
ways it has been misread in the one-and-a-half 
millennia since it was composed. Following 
Wills’s biography of Augustine and his transla-
tion of the Confessions, this is an unparalleled 
introduction to one of the most important books 
in the christian and Western traditions.

garry Wills is the best-selling author of many 
books on religion and American history, 
including the Pulitzer Prize–winning Lincoln at 

Gettysburg (Simon & Schuster).

Lives of Great Religious Books

2011. 176 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-14357-6 $19.95 | £13.95

With a new preface by the author

Dostoevsky
A Writer in his time
Joseph Frank

“no one could produce 
a better one-volume 
biography of Dos-
toevsky than the author 
of a much-acclaimed 
five-volume biography 
(1976–2002). . . . A mas-
terful abridgement.”
—Bryce christensen, 
Booklist (starred review)

2009. 984 pages. 31 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-12819-1 $35.00 | £24.95

read newsworthy and lively commentary on our new blog at press.princeton.edu/blog
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Foreword by Daniel E. Fleming

The Ancient Near East
An Anthology of texts and Pictures
Edited by James B. Pritchard

“there is no other an-
thology on the ancient 
near East with this 
breadth of geographical 
and linguistic coverage, 
or with this variety of 
genres, from the literary 
and historical to the 
legal, epistolary, and 
religious.”
—Francesca rochberg, 

University of california, Berkeley

James B. Pritchard (1909–1997) was professor of 
religious thought at the University of Pennsylva-
nia. Daniel E. Fleming is professor of hebrew and 
Judaic studies at new York University.

2010. 656 pages. 307 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14726-0 $39.50 | £27.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14725-3 $85.00 | £59.00

Forthcoming

A General Theory of Visual Culture
Whitney Davis

“this is a tremen-
dously ambitious 
book, whose purpose 
is to clarify art history’s 
fundamental confu-
sions about the visual, 
visuality, and culture. 
it is a theoretical 
treatise, so it avoids 
practical proposals for 
curing art history’s or 

visual studies’ traditional insouciance regarding 
their founding concepts. But the book is an exem-
plary reconceptualization, and will take its place as 
one of the clearest and most general meditations 
on the place of the visual in culture.”
—James Elkins, School of the Art institute of 
chicago

Whitney Davis is the george c. and helen n. 
Pardee Professor of history of Art at the Univer-
sity of california, Berkeley.

march 2011. 400 pages. 45 halftones. 35 line illus. 
cl: 978-0-691-14765-9 $55.00 | £37.95

nEW

Freud, the Reluctant Philosopher
Alfred I. Tauber

“rarely does a book 
cause one to rethink 
an entire field. Alfred 
tauber’s detailed and 
accessible study of the 
philosophical underpin-
nings and implications 
of Freud’s work (and 
psychoanalysis in 
general) will have this 
impact on both the 

humanities and psychoanalysis.”
—Sander L. gilman, Emory University

Alfred i. tauber is professor of philosophy and 
the Zoltan Kohn Professor of medicine at Boston 
University, where he is also director of the center 
for Philosophy and history of Science. 

2010. 344 pages. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14552-5 $24.95 | £16.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14551-8 $65.00  | £44.95

nEW
With a foreword by William g. Bowen

Unlocking the Gates
how and Why Leading Universities Are 
opening Up Access to their courses
Taylor Walsh for Ithaka S+R

“[E]ssential reading 
for those interested in 
online learning, indeed 
for those thinking about 
the evolution of higher 
education in the United 
States and globally.”
—henry Bienen,  north-
western University

taylor Walsh writes on 
behalf of ithaka S+r, a 

not-for-profit strategy and research service that 
supports innovation in the academic community.

2011. 320 pages. 24 line illus. 
cl: 978-0-691-14874-8 $29.95 | £20.95
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With a new afterword by the author

Who Owns Antiquity?
museums and the Battle over  
our Ancient heritage
James Cuno

“A condemnation of 
cultural property laws 
that restrict the interna-
tional trade in antiqui-
ties, the book doubles 
as a celebration of the 
world’s great border-
crossing encyclopedic 
museums.”
—Jori Finkel, New 

York Times

James cuno is president and director of the Art 
institute of chicago. 

2010. 288 pages. 6 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14810-6 $18.95 | £12.95 
cl: 978-0-691-13712-4 $24.95 | £16.95 

nEW PAPErBAcK
Winner of the 2007 Award for Best Professional/Scholarly Book in 
Philosophy, Association of American Publishers

Only a Promise of Happiness
the Place of Beauty in a World of Art
Alexander Nehamas

“A wonderful, 
personal, and 
philosophic essay 
concerned with 
the restoration of 
beauty’s place in art.”
—reamy Jansen, 
Bloomsbury Review

Alexander nehamas 
is the Edmund n. 
carpenter ii class 

of 1943 Professor in the humanities at Princeton 
University. 

2010. 208 pages. 13 color plates. 79 halftones. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14865-6 $24.95 | £16.95

nEW

The Symptom and the Subject
the Emergence of the Physical Body in 
Ancient greece
Brooke Holmes

“Brilliant and important, 
this book tackles noth-
ing less than the dis-
covery of the body as a 
cultural and conceptual 
category in greek an-
tiquity. the book ranges 
over homer and archaic 
poetry, the Sophists, 
philosophy, tragedy, 
and—most unusu-
ally and originally—the 

medical writings of the hippocratic corpus, to 
construct a compelling account of historical 
developments.”
—Leslie Kurke, University of california, Berkeley

Brooke holmes is assistant professor of classics at 
Princeton University.

2010. 360 pages. 
cl: 978-0-691-13899-2 $45.00  | £30.95

nEW

Playing Gods
ovid’s Metamorphoses and the 
Politics of Fiction
Andrew Feldherr

“this fascinating book 
is a major achievement. 
insightful and often 
brilliant, it sets a new 
standard for sustained 
close reading of ovid.”
—Joy connolly, new 
York University

Full of original interpre-
tations, Playing Gods 
constructs a model for 

political readings of fiction that will be useful not 
only to classicists but to literary theorists and 
cultural historians in other fields.

Andrew Feldherr is professor of classics at  
Princeton University. 

2010. 392 pages.  
cl: 978-0-691-13814-5 $49.50 | £34.95
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Thinking of Others
on the talent for metaphor
Ted Cohen

“ted cohen’s little philosophical essay on 
how metaphor gets us to think of others, was 
tremendous.”
—James Wood, NewYorker.com 

Princeton Monographs in Philosophy

2008. 104 pages.  
cl: 978-0-691-13746-9 $29.95 | £20.95

The Apologetics of Evil
the case of iago
Richard Raatzsch
translated by Ladislaus Löb

“What is evil? What are its forms? how is it moti-
vated? these are questions of the greatest human 
significance and raatzsch’s treatment of them is 
sensitive, imaginative, and broadly based.”
—raymond geuss, University of cambridge

Princeton Monographs in Philosophy

2009. 128 pages.  
cl: 978-0-691-13733-9 $26.95 | £18.95

#1 New York Times Bestseller

Winner of the 2005 Bestseller Awards, Philosophy category, The Book 
Standard

On Bullshit
Harry G. Frankfurt

“On Bullshit offers a tightly focused, telling 
critique of a political and cultural climate that 
seems positively humid with mendacity, obfusca-
tion, evasion and illusion.”
—Steven Winn, San Francisco Chronicle

2005. 80 pages.  
cl: 978-0-691-12294-6 $9.95 | £6.95
Not for sale in South Asia

Inventing Futurism
the Art and Politics of Artificial optimism
Christine Poggi

“the visions and concerns of the Futurists, Poggi 
tells us in this . . . always illuminating study, 
emerged out of the uncertainty and confusion 
produced by modernity.”
—Ziauddin Sardar, Nature 

2008. 416 pages. 24 color illus. 131 halftones. 
cl: 978-0-691-13370-6 $45.00 | £30.95

The Dawn of the Color 
Photograph
Albert Kahn’s Archives of the Planet
David Okuefuna

“the pictures featured in this book are stunning 
and offer a unique view of world history and also 
the beginnings of color photography.”
—nicole Warburton, Deseret Morning News

2008. 336 pages. 370 color illus. 
cl: 978-0-691-13907-4 $49.50 
For sale only in the United States and Canada

one of Choice’s outstanding Academic titles for 2009

Winner of the 2009 Bronze medal in Fine Art, Independent Publisher

Black
the history of a color
Michel Pastoureau

“this erudite and elegantly written exploration of 
the history of black charts its changing symbol-
ism and shades of meaning as a colour of death 
and rebirth, of religious authority and evil, of 
luxury and poverty.”
—Fiona capp, The Age 

2008. 216 pages. 106 color illus. 
cl: 978-0-691-13930-2 $35.00 | £24.95
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Alban Berg and His World
Edited by Christopher Hailey

Alban Berg and His World 

is a collection of essays 
and source material 
that repositions Berg 
as the pivotal figure of 
Viennese musical mod-
ernism. his allegiance 
to the austere rigor of 
Arnold Schoenberg’s 
musical revolution was 
balanced by a lifelong 

devotion to the warm sensuousness of Viennese 
musical tradition and a love of lyric utterance, the 
emotional intensity of opera, and the expressive 
nuance of late-romantic tonal practice.

christopher hailey is an author and editor. 

2010. 384 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-14856-4 $29.95 | £20.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14855-7 $75.00 | £52.00

rEViSED EDition

Brahms and His World
Edited by Walter Frisch & Kevin C. Karnes

“A worthy replacement of its predecessor.”
—Choice

2009. 480 pages. 22 halftones. 1 line illus. 27 musical examples. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14344-6 $26.95 | £18.95

Richard Wagner and His World
Edited by Thomas S. Grey

“offers much stimulating material.”
—Della couling, Classical Music Magazine 

2009. 560 pages. 24 halftones. 50 musical examples. 
Pa: 978-0-691-14366-8 $26.95 | £18.95 
cl: 978-0-691-14365-1 $70.00 | £48.95

Sergey Prokofiev and His World
Edited by Simon Morrison

“All fascinating stuff.”
—Della couling, Classical Music

2008. 592 pages. 20 halftones. 2 line illus. 33 music examples. 
Pa: 978-0-691-13895-4 $29.95 | £20.95 
cl: 978-0-691-13894-7 $67.50 | £46.95

Hearing and Knowing Music
the Unpublished Essays of Edward t. cone
Edward T. Cone
Edited by robert P. morgan

“this collection is a 
treasure. Like Edward 
t. cone’s other extraor-
dinary writings, these 
unpublished essays 
offer a wealth of critical 
and analytical thought 
on some of the central 
composers and compo-
sitions of classical music.”
—Fred Everett maus, 
University of Virginia 

2009. 232 pages. 1 line illus. 12 tables. 31 musical examples. 
cl: 978-0-691-14011-7 $27.95 | £19.95

The American Musical and the 
Performance of Personal Identity
Raymond Knapp

“Brainy [and] meticulous.”
—celia Wren, American Theatre

2009. 488 pages. 31 halftones. 26 line illus. 1 table.  
Pa: 978-0-691-14105-3 $25.95 | £17.95

Also by Raymond Knapp
Winner of the 2005 george Jean nathan Award for Dramatic criticism

Finalist for the 2004 george Freedley memorial Award, theatre 
Library Association

The American Musical and the  
Formation of National Identity
2006. 384 pages. 25 halftones. 8 musical examples.  
Pa: 978-0-691-12613-5 $25.95 | £17.95

many of the books in this catalog are now being made available as ebook editions that can be purchased 
from online booksellers and from the Princeton University Press website at press.princeton.edu.
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